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JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDING 
This petition is for review of the Industrial 
Commission's Order Granting Applicant's Motion for Review, issued 
by the Industrial Commission on December 6, 1988. The Petition 
for Review was filed with this Court on January 3f 1989. Juris-
diction for this petition for review is based upon Utah Code Ann. 
S 35-1-86 (Supp. 1988). 
ISSUES PRESENTED BY THIS PETITION FOR REVIEW 
1. Whether the Industrial Commission committed legal 
error in its decision. 
(a) Whether the record contains a sufficient fac-
tual basis for the decision of the Industrial Commission; 
(b) Whether the Industrial Commission's decision 
was based on an unreasonable or irrational interpretation of the 
medical panel's report; 
(c) Whether the Industrial Commission has com-
plied with the fairness requirements of Due Process; and 
(d) Whether the Industrial Commission complied 
with Section 63-46b-10(l) of the Utah Code which requires that 
the order of a presiding officer include a statement of findings 
of fact based exclusively on the evidence of record or on facts 
officially noted. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On February 8, 1987, Respondent Dick Lawrence Brown 
("Mr. Brown") filed an Application for Hearing on a claim for 
workers1 compensation benefits. A hearing was held on June 8, 
1987, after which the case was referred to a medical panel. The 
medical panel submitted its report ("Medical Panel Report") to 
Timothy C. Allen, Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") on September 
15, 1987. The ALJ issued his Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and Order on May 12, 1988. The ALJ concluded that Mr. Brown 
was entitled to permanent partial impairment benefits for his 
industrial accident of July 7, 1986. On July 8, 1988, Mr. Brown 
filed a Motion for Review arguing that he was entitled to perma-
nent total disability benefits. On December 6, 1988, the Indus-
trial Commission ("Commission") entered an order reversing the 
ALJ's order of May 12, 1988. 
Petitioner USX Corporation ("USX") filed a Request for 
Reconsideration with the Commission on December 30, 1988, and, in 
order to preserve its appeal rights, USX filed a Petition for 
Review with this Court on January 3, 1989. 
On March 14, 1989, the Commission issued an Order Deny-
ing Motion for Reconsideration. On March 21, 1989, USX filed a 
separate Petition for Review, appealing the Order Denying Motion 
for Reconsideration (Case No. 890166-CA). A motion to consoli-
date the two actions was filed on May 8, 1989. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Mr. Brown, began his employment with USX in January of 
1965. On April 6, 1984, he suffered an industrial injury for 
which he received six months' compensation for total temporary 
disability. Mr. Brown returned to work and, on December 15, 
1984, he suffered another accident. He was treated for the inju-
ries and, by January of 1985, he was able again to return to 
work. On July 7, 1986, Mr. Brown suffered yet another accident 
out of which arose his present claim for workers' compensation 
benefits. In addition to these industrial accidents, Mr. Brown 
suffered at least three more nonindustrial accidents while at 
home that resulted in injuries for which he sought treatment: 
the first on June 26, 1978, when he fell off a ladder; another on 
February 1, 1981, when he slipped on some ice; and another on 
October 23, 1981, when he slipped and fell on his buttocks. 
Mr. Brown received treatment for these injuries including treat-
ment for a strained buttocks muscle and a sore left shoulder. 
In addition to the accidents Mr. Brown had suffered at 
home and in the work place, he suffers from severe degenerative 
rheumatoid arthritis. In response to interrogatories propounded 
to the medical panel by the ALJ, the medical panel concluded that 
(1) permanent impairment due to the industrial accident of July 
7, 1986, was 10%; (2) permanent impairment due to the two indus-
trial accidents that occurred in April and December of 1986 was 
0%; (3) permanent impairment due to pre-existing conditions was 
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5%; and (4) the accident of July 7, 1986 aggravated a 
pre-existing back condition, which contributed 5% to his overall 
disability. The panel also stated: 
It should be mentioned that the panel felt 
that Mr. Brown would never be able to return 
to the work force in any capacity unless he 
has significant remission in his rheumatoid 
disease. With a remission he would still not 
be able to do anything that required light 
labor. 
Medical Panel Report, at 6-7. 
Neither USX nor Mr. Brown objected to the Medical Panel 
Report. The ALJ concluded that "the applicant's present disabil-
ity is not a result of his industrial accidents, but rather is 
due to his unfortunate rheumatoid arthritis." Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Order, May 12, 1988, at 4. 
Mr. Brown argued in his Motion for Review that the Med-
ical Panel Report mandated a finding that, even in the absence of 
his severe degenerative arthritis, Mr. Brown would be perma-
nently, totally disabled. The Motion for Review was granted over 
USXfs objection, filed on July 8, 1988. On December 6, 1988, the 
Industrial Commission entered an Order reversing the ALJfs Order 
of May 12, 1988. USX's Request for Reconsideration, filed on 
December 30, 1988, was denied without agency action pursuant to 
Utah Code Ann. S 63-46b-13. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Industrial Commission's interpretation of the Medi-
cal Panel Report is not supported by substantial evidence in the 
record. The report clearly assigns to Mr. Brown a 15% permanent 
disability rating due to his work-related injuries. The 
Commission's Order awarding permanent total disability benefits 
is without reasonable basis in the evidence. 
In interpreting the report to support an award of per-
manent total disability benefits, the Commission created an ambi-
guity in the report and thus raised an issue of fact that was not 
present in the proceedings before the ALJ. USX was foreclosed 
from objecting to the report because of the sequence of proce-
dural events. Thus, USX has been deprived of its right to 
cross-examine the witnesses against it. 
The Commission's decision to grant the Applicant's 
Motion for Review does not comply with the requirements adopted 
in Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15 (Utah 1986). 
There is not substantial evidence in the record to show that Mr. 
Brown's industrial accident was the medical cause of his disabil-
ity. 
Finally, the Commission has not complied with 
S 63-43b-10(l) of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act which 
requires the presiding officer to include a statement of its 
findings based exclusively on the evidence of record and a state-
ment of the reasons for its decision. 
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ARGUMENT 
I. FINDINGS AND ORDERS OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMIS-
SION MUST BE OVERTURNED IF THEY ARE ARBITRARY 
AND CAPRICIOUS. 
The Utah Supreme Court has stated that in reviewing a 
decision by the Commission, it "will not disturb the findings and 
order of the Commission unless they are arbitrary and capricious, 
and they are arbitrary and capricious when they are contrary to 
the evidence or without any reasonable basis in the evidence." 
Rushton v. Gelco Express, 732 P.2d 109, 111 (Utah 1986). The 
Commission, in this case, reached a conclusion that is unsup-
ported by evidence in the record. In awarding permanent total 
disability benefits to Mr. Brown, the Commission ignored explicit 
findings of the ALJ and of the medical panel. It based its 
conclusion on a single statement in the Medical Panel Report to 
which it applied an ambiguous construction. (See part II of this 
Brief.) Because the Commission reached a decision that is 
without any reasonable basis in the evidence and is contrary to 
the only clear evidence presented, this Court should overturn its 
Order Granting Applicant's Motion for Review. 
II. THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION'S INTERPRETATION OF 
THE MEDICAL PANEL'S REPORT IS WITHOUT SUB-
STANTIAL FACTUAL BASIS IN THE RECORD. 
The ALJ issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law, and Order on May 12, 1988. After adopting the findings of 
the Medical Panel as his own, the ALJ concluded that Mr. Brown 
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was entitled to permanent partial impairment benefits. The 
Commission granted Applicant's Motion for Review and awarded 
permanent total disability benefits based on its own unusual 
interpretation of the Medical Panel Report, That interpretation 
of a single sentence, taken out of the context of the entire 
report, created an ambiguity in the Report and thus raised in the 
case for the first time a factual issue that was not present when 
the case was before the ALJ. 
The medical panel found that Mr, Brown was "terribly 
impaired" from rheumatoid arthritis. It found that the back 
injury resulting from the 1986 accident was a significant factor 
only in connection with his partial disability rating and that it 
was not the cause of his permanent total disability. The panel 
"was willing to assign a 15% permanent impairment rating for the 
low back pain problem with 5% of that due to pre-existing condi-
tions and 10% related to the aggravation at the USX [sic]. . . ." 
Medical Panel Report, at 7. The medical panel then concluded its 
report with the following paragraph: 
It should be mentioned that the Panel 
felt that Mr. Brown would never be able to 
return to the work force in any capacity 
unless he has significant remission in his 
rheumatoid disease. With a remission he 
would still not be able to do anything that 
would require light labor. 
Id. 
The Medical Panel Report, of course, supports only a 
finding of permanent partial disability, and the ALJ so read it. 
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When the Report is considered in its entirety, it is inconceiv-
able that it could be used to support an award of more than 15% 
permanent partial disability. The Commission, however, chose to 
interpret the final paragraph of the report to support an award 
of permanent total disability. To reach such a conclusion, it 
had to ignore every other finding in the Report and thus it chose 
to create an ambiguity in the record where none had existed 
before. 
Ordinarily, when a provision admits of two different 
interpretations, it should be interpreted in a way that is 
consistent with other provisions contained in the same document. 
See Big Cottonwood Tanner Ditch Co. v. Salt Lake City, 740 P.2d 
1357, 1359 (Utah App. 1987) (all parts of the contract should be 
given effect insofar as it is possible); Durfen v. Bd. of Ed. of 
Wayne County School District., 604 P.2d 480, 484 (Utah 1979) 
(whenever possible, statute should be interpreted so that every 
word, clause and sentence is given effect). 
The ALJ, consistent with the other findings of the 
Medical Panel Report, interpreted the final paragraph to mean 
that Mr. Brown's rheumatoid disease was the factor which pre-
vented him from working. The ALJ stated: 
The [rehabilitation evaluations] and the 
Medical Panel Report both point to the 
conclusion that the applicant's present 
disability is not a result of his industrial 
accidents, but rather is due to his unfortu-
nate rheumatoid arthritis. Accordingly, I 
reluctantly find that the applicant has not 
met his burden of proof of establishing that 
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his present disability is due to the indus-
trial accident. Rather, the preponderance of 
medical evidence on the file indicates that 
the applicant's present disability is a 
result of his rheumatoid arthritis. 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order, at 4. 
The ALJ's decision was based not only on the Medical 
Panel Report but also on a report from Division of Rehabilitation 
Services of March 28, 1988. The ALJ found the report prepared by 
the vocational evaluator "indicated that the applicant's main 
complaints centered around his rheumatoid arthritis . 
During all of the testing that was given to Mr. Brown, on each 
occasion, the limiting factor in the performance of that test was 
the applicant's arthritis problems and dexterity problems in his 
hands." id. 
The Commission's unusual use of this single sentence of 
the Medical Panel Report was directly contrary to the entirety of 
medical panel's findings. The Commission interpreted merely a 
final paragraph of the Report to support an award while ignoring 
the panel's responses to questions propounded to it by the ALJ. 
With respect to the final paragraph of the report, the Commission 
stated: 
The Commission reads these concluding 
comments to mean that the Panel found the 
applicant's rheumatoid arthritis to be 
significant, but that even without the 
arthritis, the applicant was considered 
basically unemployable. This combined with 
the Rehabilitation Services conclusions that 
the applicant lacked reasonable work alterna-
tives outside the manual labor field, causes 
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the Commission to find that the applicant is 
permanently totally disabled. 
Order Granting Applicant's Motion for Review, at 2. 
Although the last sentence of the Report, when taken 
out of context, might provide a quantum of evidentiary support 
for the Commission's conclusion, for it to make any real sense 
the sentence must be read as part of the entire Report. It is 
entirely consistent with the rest of the Report. In order for 
the Commission to reach the conclusion it did from the final 
sentence of the Report, the Commission had to give it the most 
unlikely interpretation possible. 
The rest of the Report contains no evidence to substan-
tiate the Commission's interpretation of it. From the Order 
Granting Applicant's Motion for Review, it is impossible to 
determine which evidence in the record the Commission relied 
upon. Moreover, it appears the Commission was not even aware 
that it had introduced an ambiguity into the report. It did not 
give reasons for its interpretation, and it failed to discuss the 
contradictions created by such an interpretation. In short, the 
Commission created an ambiguity in the second sentence of the 
final paragraph, and that ambiguity could only have been clari-
fied by a second look at the facts. In doing what it did, the 
Commission raised a crucial issue of fact as to the nature and 
extent of Mr. Brown's disability. The Commission's decision was 
arbitrary and capricious because it was without any reasonable 
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basis in the evidence. The Order Granting Applicant's Motion for 
Review should be reversed. 
III. THE DECISION OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION HAS 
DEPRIVED USX OF ITS RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS. 
Utah statute provides that if neither party objects to 
the Medical Panel Report, the report becomes part of the record 
and is considered admitted into evidence. Utah Code Ann, 
S 35-1-77(2)(c) (1988). The statute further provides: 
If objections to the report are filed, 
the Commission may set the case for hearing 
to determine the facts and issues involved. 
At the hearing, any party so desiring may 
request the Commission to have the Chairman 
of the Medical Panel, the Medical Director, 
or the Medical Consultants present at the 
hearing for examination and cross-examina-
tion. For good cause shown, the Commission 
may order other members of the Panel, with or 
without the Chairman or the Medical Director 
or Medical Consultants, to be present at the 
hearing for examination and 
cross-examination. 
Utah Code Ann. S 35-1-77(2)(e). 
The above-quoted provision was adopted in its current 
version in 1982. It incorporates an amendment that makes the 
hearing requirement discretionary with the Commission. The Utah 
court has not had an opportunity to rule on the constitutionality 
of the provision, but it has been suggested that its application 
may violate due process by denying a party the right to 
cross-examine the witnesses against him. See Moore v. American 
Coal Co., 737 P.2d 989, 991 (Utah 1987) (Stewart, Assoc. C.J., 
dissenting). In Moore v. American Coal Co., the administrative 
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law judge denied a claimant's request for a hearing after he had 
objected to the medical panel's report. Because the claimant had 
raised no issues as to whether the ALJ abused his discretion in 
refusing a hearing, and because claimant did not raise a due 
process issue on appeal, the Court declined to rule on the 
constitutionality of section 35-1-77. In a dissenting opinion, 
however, Justice Stewart addressed the issue: 
In my view, the 1982 version of Utah 
Code Ann. S 35-1-77 (1974 & Supp. 1986) as 
applied in this case denies a claimant's due 
process right to a hearing, and to 
cross-examine witnesses against him. 
The claimant submitted a claim to be adjudi-
cated. Instead, the Commission disposed of 
the claim without even a pretext of due 
process. Due process requires that a person 
who asserts a legally cognizable claim be 
accorded a hearing and the opportunity to 
cross-examine witnesses against him or her. 
Id. at 991 (citations omitted). Justice Stewart remarked that 
several courts require that, when a medical report that is 
admitted in evidence, the physicians preparing the report must 
submit to cross-examination. Justice Stewart noted that: 
n[l]t is particularly important that the 
Commission not lose sight of the elementary 
requirement that parties be given an opportu-
nity to see [the medical examiner's or 
independent physician's] report, 
cross-examine him, and if necessary provide 
rebuttal testimony. 
Id. (quoting 3A Larsonr The Law of Workmen's Compensation, 
Section 79.63, at 15-426.209 (1983)). 
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The Utah Court has stated that n[o]rdinarily questions 
not raised in an administrative tribunal are not subject to 
judicial review.n Alvin G. Rhodes Pump Sales v. Industrial 
Commission, 681 P.2d 1244f 1249 (Utah 1984). The court has also 
suggested, however, that the rule may not be applicable in 
exceptional cases. Id. (citing 73A C.J.S. Public Administrative 
Law and Procedure S 191 Note 93 (1983)). 
In the present case, neither party raised an objection 
to the Panel's report. Of course, USX interpreted the report in 
the same way as the ALJ; that is, as precluding an award of 
permanent total disability benefits. In fact, it was unnecessary 
and would have been counterproductive of USX to object to a 
report that, under all reasonable interpretations, found in its 
favor. 
The unexpected and arbitrary interpretation by the 
Industrial Commission of the Medical Panel Report constitutes an 
exceptional circumstance. Any reasonable interpretation of the 
last paragraph of the Report should have been consistent, insofar 
as possible, with the panel's other findings. USX read the last 
sentence of the Report as consistent with the entire document 
and, under such a reading, the Report is unambiguous and in USXfs 
favor. In fact, when Mr. Brown brought a Motion for Review of 
the ALJ's findings and conclusions, USX sought to prevent review 
by arguing that Mr. Brown had waived any objections to the 
Medical Panel Report. The Report compelled the ALJ's conclusion. 
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It was only when the Commission, arbitrarily interpreting the 
Report, reversed the ALJ that the Report became objectionable to 
USX. Because the Commission introduced an ambiguity into the 
Report only after it had already become part of the record and 
after USX had no opportunity for a meaningful hearing on the 
issue raised solely by the Commission, the Commission has 
deprived USX of its constitutional guarantee of due process. 
The facts of the instant case present special circum-
stances under which this Court may consider USXfs objection to 
the Medical Panel Report. The Industrial Commission's interpre-
tation of the report contradicted the panel's obvious findings 
and USX's failure to object to the report was its only reasonable 
course of action under the circumstances. If the Court allows 
the Industrial Commission's interpretation of the report to 
stand, USX will be deprived of due process. 
IV. THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION'S ORDER GRANTING 
APPLICANT'S MOTION FOR REVIEW HAS NOT MET THE 
STANDARD ARTICULATED IN ALLEN V. INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION. 
The prerequisites for finding a compensable injury are 
set forth by statute: 
Each employee. . .who is injured. . .by 
accident arising out of and in the course of 
his employment. . .shall be paid compensation 
for loss sustained on account of the 
injury. . . 
Utah Code Ann. S 35-1-45 (1988). This statute has been inter-
preted as creating two prerequisites for finding a compensable 
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injury. First, the injury must be "by accident". Second, there 
must be a causal connection between the injury and the employ-
ment. Allen v. Industrial Commission, 729 P.2d 15, 18 (Utah 
1986). In Allen, the Court stated: 
The language "arising out of or in the 
course of his employment". . .was apparently 
intended to insure that compensation is only 
awarded where there is a sufficient causal 
connection between the disability and the 
working conditions. 
Id. at 24-25. In order to insure that the causation requirement 
is met, the Allen court adopted a two-part causation test. 
The first element of this two-part test seeks to 
determine whether the employment is the legal cause of the 
injury. For a claimant with a pre-existing condition to meet the 
legal causation requirement, he must show that the employment 
"contributed something substantial to increase the risk he 
already faced in everyday life because of his condition." Id. at 
25. The Allen court was of the view that the additional element 
of risk in the work place may be indicated by a showing that the 
claimant was required to put forth an exertion greater than that 
undertaken in a normal, every day life. The court reasoned that 
the extra exertion requirement served to "offset the pre-existing 
condition of the employee as a likely cause of the injury, 
thereby eliminating claims for impairments resulting from per-
sonal risk rather than exertions at work." Id. 
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The second part of the two-part test requires that a 
claimant prove "medical cause". The claimant must prove that 
"the disability is medically the result of an 
exertion or injury that occurred during a 
work-related activity. . . . Under the 
medical cause test, the claimant must show by 
evidence, opinion, or otherwise that the 
stress, strain or exertion required by his or 
her occupation led to the resulting injury or 
disability. In the event that the claimant 
cannot show a medical causal connection, 
compensation should be denied." 
Id. at 27. 
The Allen court also made it clear that "the aggrava-
tion or lighting up of a pre-existing disease by an industrial 
accident is compensable. . . . " _Id. at 25 (quoting Powers v. 
Industrial Commission, 427 P.2d 740, 743 (Utah 1967)). Insofar 
as the aggravation of a pre-existing condition is legally and 
medically caused by an accident arising in the course of employ-
ment, it was intended that the effects of the injury on the 
pre-existing condition would be compensable. Id. at 25. 
In the present case, Mr. Brown's disability did not 
arise from his employment activities. Although it cannot be 
doubted that an "accident" occurred when he slipped and fell at 
work, his present disability is unrelated to the accident or to 
activities arising out of or in the course of his employment. As 
discussed in Section II of this Brief, Mr. Brown is only 15% 
permanently disabled by virtue of his back injury. The remainder 
of his total disability is due to his arthritis. 
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Under the test of Allen and for this Court to sustain 
the action of the Commission, the record must show that Mr. 
Brownfs total permanent disability is the result of the injury 
that occurred at work on July 7, 1986. Such a finding has no 
reasonable basis in the evidence of record. His work-related 
injury bore no relation at all to the progression of his disease, 
see Medical Panel Report, at 7, and any disability related to his 
arthritis is not compensable because Mr. Brown's employment 
activity was not the cause of such disability. 
Without evidence of a causal connection between the 
back injury and the disability due to arthritis, the second prong 
of the Allen test has not been met. In Seifried v. Industrial 
Commission, 736 P.2d 1262 (Colo. App. 1986), the Colorado Court 
of Appeals, under facts similar to the facts of the present case, 
held that in the absence of a direct causal relationship between 
the industrial injury and the resulting disability, a claimant is 
not entitled to compensation for that portion of the disability 
that results solely from a pre-existing condition. In Seifried, 
the claimant suffered injuries to his right arm and shoulder 
during the course of his employment. Two years later, he again 
injured his right arm and sprained his neck. The claimant also 
suffered from a degenerative disc disease. The physicians 
consulted by claimant opined that 2% of claimant's disability 
resulted from his industrial injuries and the rest was caused by 
his pre-existing myocitis condition. The claimant contended that 
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an employer takes a worker as he finds himr and is liable for the 
entire disability resulting from a compensable accident* The 
court, upholding the Industrial Commission's denial of current 
and total disability benefits, held that although an injury need 
not be significant in terms of apportionment, it must neverthe-
less be a direct cause of precipitating the resulting disability. 
Id. at 1263. The court stated: 
[l]f a disability were 95% attributable to a 
pre-existing, but stable, condition and 5% 
attributable to an occupational injury, the 
resulting disability is still compensable if 
the injury has caused a dormant condition to 
become disabling. However, an injury never-
theless must be "significant" in that it must 
bear a direct causal relationship between the 
precipitating event and the resulting dis-
ability. 
id. 
Mr. Brown's case is not one where an industrial injury 
"aggravated" or "lit up" a pre-existing condition. The 
pre-existing condition was, in itself, already totally disabling 
for Mr. Brown. The medical panel specifically found that the 
back injury Mr. Brown suffered at work was not a factor in 
aggravating his arthritis. Mr. Brown suffered a 5% permanent 
partial disability due to the lighting up of a pre-existing 
condition. When combined with a 10% permanent partial disability 
due to the back injury itself, the evidence supports the medical 
panel's conclusion that Mr. Brown is 15% permanently partially 
disabled. Medical Panel Report, at 7. 
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As the ALJ concluded, Mr. Brown is disabled due to his 
arthritis, not due to his work-related injury. The ALJ correctly 
concluded that "the applicant has not . . . establish[ed] that 
his present disability is due to the industrial accident." 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order, at 4. There is 
no substantial evidence in the record to show that the "stress, 
strain, or exertion required by his . . . occupation," Allen, 729 
P.2d at 27, led to any disability greater than 15% permanent 
partial. The record certainly does not support a permanent total 
award. The Commission's award of permanent total disability 
benefits should be reversed because there is no medical causal 
connection between Mr. Brown*s employment and his total disabil-
ity. 
V. THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION DID NOT COMPLY WITH 
THE APPLICABLE PROVISIONS OF UTAH'S ADMINIS-
TRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT. 
The Industrial Commission of Utah is an administrative 
agency governed by the provisions of the Utah Administrative 
Procedures Act and its orders must comply with the provisions of 
that Act. Section 63-43b-10(l) provides in part: 
[T]he presiding officer shall sign and 
issue an order that includes: 
(a) A statement of the presiding 
officer's findings of fact based exclusively 
on the evidence of record in the adjudicative 
proceedings or on facts officially noted; 
(c) A statement of the reasons for the 
presiding officer's decision; 
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Utah Code Ann. S 63-46b-10(1). The Industrial Commission, in 
failing to remand the Medical Panel Report for clarification, 
relied on inferences that are not adequately supported by facts 
from the record. As discussed in Section II of this Brief, the 
conclusion that, although Mr. Brown is only 15% partially 
impaired due to the industrial accident he is entitled to perma-
nent total disability benefits, is a conclusion for which the 
Industrial Commission gave no reason supported by facts in the 
record. The Commission simply stated that the last sentence of 
the Report could not be overlooked. Order Granting Applicant's 
Motion for Review, at 2. 
Thus, because the Industrial Commission's Order was 
without a reasonable basis in the evidence, and because the 
Commission failed to give reasons for its decision, the Order 
Granting Applicant's Motion for Review must be overturned. 
CONCLUSION 
The Industrial Commission, in interpreting the Medical 
Panel Report, created an ambiguity in the record that did not 
exist prior to its Order Granting Applicant's Motion for Review. 
In so interpreting the report, the Industrial Commission rendered 
an arbitrary and capricious decision that was unsubstantiated by 
record evidence. For this reason, its Order Granting Applicant's 
Motion for Review must be overturned. 
In addition, the ambiguity in the Medical Panel Report 
due to the Commission's arbitrary interpretation of it, raised a 
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question of fact that was not present in the hearing before the 
ALJ. Because the issue arose only after the Medical Panel Report 
had already been adopted by the ALJ without objection, USX has 
been deprived of due process. At the very least, the case should 
be remanded in order to clarify the findings of the medical panel 
and to give USX an opportunity to confront and cross-examine the 
witnesses against it. However, the evidence supports the ALJ's 
finding of 15% permanent partial disability and this Court could 
so find. 
Finally, Mr. Brown's arthritis is so severe that it is, 
in itself, totally disabling for him. There is no evidence in 
the record to show that his pre-existing arthritic condition was 
aggravated by any industrial accident. In fact, the only clear 
evidence on the issue shows just the opposite. Because his 
disability was not caused by an activity arising out of or in the 
course of his employment, it is not a compensable injury. At 
most, Mr. Brown is partially permanently disabled based on a 15% 
whole person rating. Because the claimant made no showing of a 
medical causal connection between his employment activity and his 
total disability, compensation should be denied. 
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Utah Code Ann, S 63-46b-10. Procedures for formal adjudicative 
proceedings - Orders. 
In formal adjudicative proceedings: 
(1) Within a reasonable time after the hearing, or after 
the filing of any post-hearing papers permitted by the presiding 
officer, or within the time required by any applicable statute or 
rule of the agency, the presiding officer shall sign and issue an 
order that includes: 
(a) a statement of the presiding officer's findings of 
fact based exclusively on the evidence of record in the adjudica-
tive proceedings or on facts officially noted; 
(b) a statement of the presiding officer's conclusions 
of law; 
(c) a statement of the reasons for the presiding 
officer's decision; 
(d) a statement of any relief ordered by the agency; 
(e) a notice of the right to apply for 
reconsideration; 
(f) a notice of any right to administrative or judi-
cial review of the order available to aggrieved parties; and 
(g) the time limits applicable to any reconsideration 
or review* 
Utah Code Ann. S 35-1-77. Medical Panel - Medical Director or 
Medical Consultants - Discretionary Authority of Commission to 
Refer Case - Findings and Reports - Objections to Report - Hear-
ing - Expenses. 
• • . . 
(2) . . . . 
(c) The commission shall promptly distribute full copies of 
the report to the applicant, the employer, and its insurance 
carrier by registered mail with return receipt requested. Within 
15 days after the report is deposited in the United States post 
office, the applicant, the employer, or its insurance carrier may 
file with the commission written objections to the report. If no 
written objections were are filed within that period, the report 
is considered admitted in evidence. 
• • • • 
(e) If objections to the report are filed, the commission 
may set the case for a hearing to determine the facts and issues 
involved. At the hearing, any party so desiring may request the 
commission to have the chairman of the medical panel, the medical 
director, or the medical consultants present at the hearing for 
examination and cross-examination. For good cause shown, the 
commission may order other members of the panel, with or without 
the chairman or the medical director or medical consultants, to 
be present at the hearing for examination and cross-examination. 
Utah Code Ann. S 35-1-45. Compensation for industrial accidents 
to be paid. 
Each employee mentioned in Section 35-1-43 who is 
injured and the dependents of each such employee who is killed, 
by accident arising out of and in the course of his employment, 
wherever such injury occurred, if the accident was not purposely 
self-inflicted, shall be paid compensation for loss sustained on 
account of the injury or death, and such amount for medical, 
nurse, and hospital services and medicines, and, in case of 
death, such amount of funeral expenses, as provided in this chap-
ter. The responsibility for compensation and payment of medical, 
nursing, and hospital services and medicines, and funeral 
expenses provided under this chapter shall be on the employer and 
its insurance carrier and not on the employee. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH 
NORMAN H SANCERTER. co%UMOt 
October 15, 1987 Ll 
CPtrinro HAIL 
BlTUn RECEIPT REQUESTED 
Dick L. Brown 
10B61 Horth 5870 Vest 
Highland, UT 84003 
Re: Dick Laurene Brown 
Inj: 7-7-86, 4-6-84 & 12-15-84 
Emp: USZ Corporation 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
We are enclosing a copy of the signed Report of the Medical Panel in 
connection with your claim. 
You are alloweo fifteen days from the date of this letter within 
which to file objections if you are not satisfied with the findings of the 
Panel. Please specify in detail the basis of your objections to each Finding 
and Conclusion. Further, state in detail the medical evidence or facts you 
rely on as a basis of your objection. Copies of objections must be mailed to 
all parties concerned. 
Parties who desire to submit the matter on written objections without 
a hearing may so indicate in a letter accompanying the objections. A hearing 
will not be set on the objections unless there is a proffer of conflicting 
medical testimony. If a hearing is scheduled, the Medical Panel Chairman will 
be requested by the Commission to appear and testify and all parties will be 
notified of the time and place of the hearing. 
When no objections to a Medical Panel Report are received, the 
Administrative Law Judge will decide the case on the record as currently 
constituted. 
BY DIRECTION: 
HDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UTAH 
Tiaothj 
Cistrytive Law Judge 
ICA:wb 
Enclosure 
cc: Sheriynn Fenstermaker, Atty., 42 Horth University, #100, Provo, UT 84*01 
/Christopher Conkling, Atty., USZ Corp* 50 California St., Suite 220. 
San Francisco, CA 9*111 
Lane Jensen, Atty., USZ, P. 0. Box 510, Provo, UT 84403 
Erie V. Boorman. Administrator, Second InjuryFund 
530-6400 
^«& XtfU £**. TfcdJ U>Q2 
ZJtftp&pih (Set i 30?.jitc 
September 15. 1987 
Timothy C. Allen 
Administrative Law Judge 
Industrial Commission of Utah 
Workers' Compensation Division 
160 East 300 South 
P.O. Box 45580 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0580 
Re: Dick Laurence Brown 
DOI: 7/7/86, 4/6/84, 
12/15/84 
Emp: USX Corporation 
Dear Judge Allen: 
A Panel was held this date with Gerald R. Moress. M.D.. 
Neurologist. Panel Chairman, and Thomas E. Bauman. M.D., 
Orthopaedist, Panel Member. X-rays and records were available 
for review. 
HISTORY OF BACK INJURIES; 
The first injury occurred at age 39 in June of 1578. This was a 
nonindustrial episode when he fell 5 feet off of his camper onto 
his bacic and he was admitted under Dr. Bromiwy. orthopaedist, to 
the American Fork Hospital. X-rays of the bacic showed no 
abnormalities and he had an admission diagnosis of acute 
lumbosacral strain and sprain. An EMG was done at that time by 
Dr. Dale Ream that showed some polyphasic activity and 
principally the L4 nerve root distribution on the right. By the 
fall of 1978 ha was still complaining of back pain. An EMG was 
dona at Utah Valley Hospital in November and it appears from the 
note that EMG showed "not much shown.H Mr. Brown said he had no 
furthar problems with his back until an episode that occurred in 
1913 whan he fall into a ditch while working at his rabbit hutch. 
Ha was seen at the American Fork Hospital Emergency Room 
complaining of back pain, right side, buttock and pain down the 
right lea with some numbness. The pain was bad enough that 
hospitalization was recommended, but refused. X-ray of the 
pelvis showed degenerative arthritis in both hips and that of the 
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lumbar spine showed minimal oateophytic changes. Be was treated 
•ymptometically as an out*patient and given a month of temporary 
total disability. le returned to work at Gsmmve Jtael ou January 
22, 1984. December 19. 1984, Mr. Brown., 'while: »t work, full on 
level ground and injured his right wrist. T»* note iron the USX 
Dispensary indicated that he had possibly a fracture of his right 
wrist and that he was seen by Dr. Matthews at the Orem Community 
Hospital XX. I could not find any record from the Orem Community 
Hospital. It was after this fall that he had one month of 
answering the pnone and it was in January that he returned to his 
hot car job. 
His first industrial episode occurred at Geneva Steel on April 6, 
1984. At that time he fell down about 9 concrete stairs. He was 
seen by Dr. Allen Banks, orthopaedist, and described to Dr. Banks 
an injury to his right hip and upper thigh. X-rays cf the hip 
showed degenerative Doint disease of both hips of a severe degree 
thougn the summary of testimony indicated that he was having some 
beck pain from that injury. I cannot see evidence of that 
complaint in the reports of Dr. BanKS or eventually from Dr. Kent 
Samuelson. an orthopaedist, who was seen for additional 
consultation on June 6. 1984, at which time Dr. Samuelson felt he 
had osteoarthritis of the hips with a possible internal 
derangement of the right knee. He felt that the osteoarthritis 
of the hips was not related to the industrial incident, but the 
knee derangement could possibly heve been. 
On June 21. 1984, Dr. Banks did a patellar abrasion and medial 
patellar plica release and shaving of the patella. The Dr. 
Bauman reviewed the operative note and felt the findings were 
that of a chronic and not related to an acute injury. Note from 
Or. Banks from July 17. 1984. indicated generalized pain, 
possibly hip or knee with limitation of full extension and 
extremely painful hips. The last note from Dr. Banks was on 
12/17/84 indicating that Mr. Brown had slipped on the ice and was 
complaining of pain in his right wrist, elbow, low back and both 
knees. No specific abnormalities noted on x-rays of the low 
back. He was treated symptomatically and returned to work. He 
did return to work in a sedentary position and in January of 1985 
he returned to his "hot car job." He complained of some pain in 
his low back. In January of 1986 he returned to his full time 
job in a pusher side ear. He bed approximately 6 months during 
which time he had absolutely no restriction in his activities. 
He tells me that his back did not bother him. though he continued 
to have pain in his hips. 
His £pd industrial injury occurred on July 7. 1986. when he fell 
on a pile of coke and a piece of angle iron struck him in the 
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back ragion. Or. Bromley ••* *i» o n J u lT !!• lit*, rafarrad from 
Canada. Xt waa mentioned that ha had injur ad his ripkt shoulder, 
right hip* knee and mid back. Dr. Bromlfcy-s1*octe mentioned that 
tha patiant had baan traatad for acuta .sciatica: in 1578. . Dr. 
Bromlay mantionad tha raatrictad rotary. movaMahta of both hipa 
and limitation of atraight lag raising bilaterally. Diagnoaia 
waa acuta lumboaacral atrain and sprain similar to 1978. A CT 
scan waa dona of tha lumboaacral apina which showad a amall bulga 
at L4-5, parhapa aoma aaymmatry to tha left. Myalography was 
reviewed from 8/13/86 and it appaarad normal. Ha did hava aoma 
poatarior axtradural dafacts at L4-5 which wara intarpratad by 
tha radiologist aa indicating disc harniation of 4-5 diractad 
poatariorly but aaymmatrically to tha right. Tha Fanal did not 
concur with tha radiographic interpretation, though. In any 
event, Dr. Bromlay parformad a chamonauclaolysis 8/14/86. L4-5 
disc undar ganaral anaathasia. Tha patiant said that some cf tha 
numbness and pain that ha had in his right lag was relieved by 
the procedure, but the back pain, if anything, became worse 
following it. It should be noted that Mr. Brown was complaining 
of a great deal of pain in tha right lag with aources being the 
right hip and the right knee, additionally. 
At tha present time Mr. Brown continuea to complain of back pain. 
Ha has not returned to work since tha laat apiaoda in 1986. Ha 
is unable to bend over due to tha pain in tha amall of hia back. 
Ha complained of some radiation of pain down both lags, right 
greater than left, but these pains do not specifically saaa 
radicular in nature. Ha is currently using crutehes only becauaa 
of tha swelling of his feet and knees. Xf it were not for that 
problem, he would not be using crutehes. 
Additional medical problama aa mentioned above, ha had severe 
degenerative arthritic changes of both hipa and in November of 
1986, Dr. Bromley admitted him to the hoapital for a right hip 
arthroplasty which occurred without complication. The pathology 
report of the right hip indicated findings consistent with 
rheumatoid inflammatory disease. 
On April 8d. 1987, Mr. Brown waa referred to Dr. Richard Call, 
rhaumatologist, in Provo. Ha was describing swelling of his 
hands which were painful* stiff snd red, morning stiffness and 
afternoon swelling. The family hiatory mantionad a daughter with 
possible collagen veacular disease, a aiatar who died of 
leukemia, mother had SLE and a aistar who had a splenectomy and 
thrombocytopenia purpura. Tha examination ahowad swelling of his 
joints of his hands, wrists, elbows with painful movement of his 
hips and it was Dr. Call's feelino that tha diacmoais was 
ayatamic inflammatory arthropathy. Multiple laboratory studies 
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vara ordered, but not raportad in tha fehart. mr. Brown ttlls ma 
that a diagnosis of inflammatory rhaumatic arthropathy* wea made 
and ha was plaead on P1equina1 (a rheumatic tm&i-iafXaimatory 
medication) plus Prednisone 10 mg twice;a da* Plum ampiriii 8 to 9 
a day* Ha was down in bad for about 6 +a*kc 'duxibg the summer 
and even now he has a greet deal of difficulty in moving. His 
wife has to help him dress. He is most comfortable lying flat on 
his back and being completely immobile. He has a greet deal of 
pain in his hips, his elbows, his shoulders* his neck, knees and 
ankles and toes. 
Some time in the early 1980s he wes seen on several occasions by 
Dr. Frank Tyler, a muscle specialist, at the University Hospital. 
A muscle biopsy wes done on his right quadriceps by Dr. Tyler. 
The results were apparently normal. Mr. Brown has a first cousin 
by the name of Joyce Sawaya who has some type of muscle disease 
and a study was done to see if there is a familial connection 
with Mr. Brown's conpiain-s. 
Additional medical illnesses, hypertension for which he takes 
Catapres and Aquatensen. 
WORK HISTORY: 
Mr. Brown had worked at the USX since 1965. He is married and 
has 2 children. 
HABITS: 
Alcohol, tobacco none. 
Additional information will be edded to Dr. Call's note. Dr. 
Call felt the rheumatoid factor was elevated at 146AHA was l,«f 
to 6.400 with a speckled appearance. Dr. Call's impression was 
rheumatoid arthritis and EMG and NCV on the right hand was done 
and this showed a carpal tunnel syndrome. 
EXAMINATION: 
Mr. Brown wes using crutches. He was 5'6", 192 pounds. He had a 
eushingoid facial appearance. He eppeared to be in moderate 
amount of pain throughout the interview and the examination. He 
had to be helped on and off of the examination table and his wife 
had to help him during this. He was right handed. Blood 
pressure 155/98 left arm. General physical examination, lungs 
clear, heart, no murmurs, no carotid bruits and no abdominal 
organomegaly. Upon inspection of the head ha was slightly tender 
over the left TMJ. 
CRANIAL NERVE EXAMINATION: 
4 
r 
**• ,. __»4** Th# di*r* art'normal. 
"• Vi.u.1 fl.M «. f«ll » ~ S S « £ T ^ ST.a^ Uti.». 
Th. r.tln... »•"»» •""* »rt«rtol« .now , . 
• * • • * 
XII. IV 4 VI: ,. Th-r, is no nystagmus. The 
Extraocular movements « • J«J1- Tractive to direct and 
pupils ere round, regular and equal reecti 
consensual light and accommodation. 
V: , wi.*«^«nv There is normal and 
Corneal reflexes are • £ • £ * £ ' £ * ! J U M . Motor examination is 
•quel sensation over the three oivisio 
normal. 
VII: , «„„.i *ull and symmetrical. 
Facial movements are equal. *ui~ ane 
VIII: .,„ l h 1. air conduction was greater 
Tympanic membranes are unremarkable, air 
than bone conduction bilaterally. 
X*. X : i „««d eouah- palate raises well in the 
Cao response normal, oood cougn. p«* 
midline. 
„ :
 Sboula.r ,*», «< .t.rnoe1.ldo»..toid .««,«* • » to,. «or»l 
XII 
MOTOR 
» . toBOu« Protrud.. x. «*. - m i . - " « * - * « " ' ' " fUll> 
i.n.x.. .« 1* «d «*•! . « » S * S S « '.r^nUion":.5*" "* 
ii.eo.lort in .11 »' ^ ' 3!""' e«"ith «y v.lidity. n.nt.r 
....nti.lly impo.»ibl« to emrrr out 
r»pon>«. »•*• fl.xor. 
J
°
m S l i .11 of th. joint,. ri ,ht . .d l . f t * » « . .0 d . , r . . . « 
dcgr t f t i . 
" " N a t i o n fuH. internal rotation 10*1 normal external rotation 
10% normal. Elbows lacks 25 d««r«« • " £ n ' \ k pren.tion 100*. 
"tension, wrists " ^ " ^ / J S F i / S Inch It full, l*c*s 3/4 
.upination 100*. r i ^ B " ! * 0 r , r i J , t metacarpal. marked 
inch of full finoer extension. riir» 
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limitation. Of vary tandar, marked limitation. 
• • • . • • , 
•a had bilataral tandar rheumatoid nodules on Vbe dorsal aurfacaa 
of tha foraarm* bilatarally. 
•XFS: 
Zntarnal rotation 0*0. External rotation 30 degrees, 10 degrees, 
abduction 35 dagraaa* 10 dagraaa. Flexion 45 dagraaa. 30 
dagraaa. Ankles, doraiflaxion, nil. nil. Plantar flaxion nil, 
nil. Toa flaxion nil. nil. 
Xt ahould ba mentioned all of tha joints vara hot and somewhat 
tandar. mildly swollen. Thare was aubpatallar tenderness on tha 
right, no fluid in tha knaas. 
SENSORY: 
Pinprick, vibration, proprioception and cold temperature are 
normally and equally perceived throuahout. 
CEREBELLAR: 
Finger to nose, rapid alternating movements upper and lover 
extremities. heel to ahin and tandem gait are all performed veil. 
HECK: 
Rotation 45. 30. Flexion full* axtanaion 10 dagraaa. Re ves 
tander over the cervical spinas, lumbosacral, tandar over the 
lumbosacral spinas. Thare was no palpable spaam. Ha had a right 
poatarior lateral acar over tha buttock extending into the thigh. 
Lumbosacral flexion 45 dagraaa. lataral flaxion movements IS 
decrees. Straight lag raising, right 70 degrees, left 45 
dagraaa. Be had good paripharal pulses. 
ASSESSMENT: 
Mr. Brown haa a history of back pain that begins vith 
nonindustrial injury in 1971 followed by an additional 
nonindustrial injury in 1113. loth of these are aaaociatad vith 
back pain and aome right lag radiation to tha point that Dr. 
•romiay thought thare vaa aciatica. Tha m c taata ware never 
vary apaeific at that time. Be than austainad 3 industrial 
injuries at USX on 12/15/14. 4/4/14 and lastly 7/7/14. From 
reviewing the racorda thare appear to ba only one injury that 2 
could aay definitely cauaad him to have definite baek problem. 
That wae tha episode in 1116 that lead up to tha chymopapain 
injection. The other injuries appeared to aggravate his 
degenerative arthritis in tha hips, knees, ate. because Mr. 
Brown is currently so terribly impaired from hia rheumatoid 
arthritis, it is difficult to aeseee how much of hia pain is 
darivad from his low back and how such ia related to hia diffuaa 
pain problem related to hia inflammatory arthropathia. ;*:t waa 
the Panel's feeling that only the back in*;\t<r* relet** ro the 
industrial aeeidenta and not any of the,och*n .proline related to 
the rheumatoid disease. That includes the tips' and knees. The 
Panel was willing to assign a 15% permanent impairment rating for 
the low back problem with 5% of that due to preexisting 
conditions and 10% related to aggravation at the VSX. Zt wee 
fait that probably only the 1986 accident waa a significant 
factor in his current ongoing beck problem and not the two 
precedent induatrial injuries. 
In terms of medical probability the Panel finds: 
1) Permanent impairment due to the industrial accident cf July 7, 
1966. is 10%. 
2) Permanent impairment due to industrial accident of 12/15/84. is 
0. 
3) Permanent impairment due to industrial accident of 4/6/84 is 0. 
4) Permanent impairment due to preexisting conditions 5%. 
5) The industrial accident of July 1986* waa felt to have aggravated 
hia preexiating back condition aa diacuaaed above.d 
Zt should be mentioned that the Panel felt that Mr. Brown would 
never be able to return to the work force in any capacity unleas 
he has sionificant remission in his rheumatoid disease. With a 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 





Hearing Room 334, Industrial Commission of Utah, 160 
East 300 South, Salt Laka City, Utah, on June 6, 1987 
at 10:00 a.m. o'clock. Said hearing was pursuant to 
Order and Notice of tha Commission. 
Timothy C. Allen, Administrative Law Judge. 
The applicant was present and represented by Sherlynn 
Fenstermaker, Attorney at Law. 
The defendants ware represented by Christopher 
Conkling and Lana Jensen, Attorneys at Law. 
Following the evidentiary hearing* the matter was taken under 
advisement and referred to a medical panel by the Administrative Law Judge. 
The medical panel report was received and copies ware distributed to the 
parties. After no objections were received to the medical panel report, the 
Administrative Law Judge made a tentative finding that the applicant was 
parmanantly and totally disabled and referred the file to the Division of 
Rehabilitation Services for their evaluation. The Division of Rehabilitation 
Services proffered their written report that the applicant was not a good 
candidate for retraining. Being fully advised in the premises, the 
Administrative Law Judge is prepared to enter the following 
rUDINCS OP FACT: 
Dick Lawrence Brown started his employment with U.S. Steel (now U31 
Corporation) in January of INS. At that time, the applicant commenced 
working aa a laborer in the coke oven. Eventually he bocame a pusher car 
operator in tha coke ovens. On April t, 19B4, he sustained a compensable 
industrial accident. At that time, the applicant waa returning from break. 
D i d UUAIVCt BBOW 
ftACE TWO 
t*mn hit foot bocamo caught in a Holding cord and at a ro.niIt ho foil down 
might or nino eoaeroto stairs. Ho injurod his hips, loft knoo, and strainod 
aaiselos in his low back. Ho was troatod initially at tho disponsary, and was 
advisod to tako throo days off of work. Ho was thon transforrod to tho earo 
of Dr. Allan tanks. 
Or. Banks troatod tho applicant with pain killors and outdo 
rolaxors, and lator roforrod him to Dr. Saauoison. Tho applicant roeoivod six 
mmnths of tooporary total componsation, and whon ho roturnod to work ho was 
givon a job oporating tho hot ear. This job had proviously boon a full duty 
job, but was roclassifiod as a rostrictod duty job for Mr. Brown's bonofit. 
This job involvod tho moving of hot cokod coal from tha ovon to a dronching 
tank, and tho applicant would sit in a six foot by ton foot compartaant and 
oporata tho car. 
On Ooeambor IS, 198A, Mr. Brown was at work whon ho slippod and foil 
on a slick spot on tho floor, which ho thinks was "patchar's mud". As a 
rosult of this injury, tho applicant sustainod an injury to his loft shouldor, 
right wrist, both knoos, right hip and low back. Ho was takan by ambulanco to 
Oram Community Hospital whoro ho roeoivod x-rays. Ho was thon takon back to 
work and ho continuod to work in tho offico answoring tho phonos for 
approximator tho noxt month. Ho had follow up troatmont at tho disponsary, 
and also roeoivod physical thorapy thoro twico wookly. In January of 1985, 
Br. Brown was ablo to roturn to tho hot ear job, but notieod that as ho 
crossod tho rail joints ho would notico a jarring which causod his back to 
hurt. Zn January of 1986, ho was ablo to roturn to tho pushor sido car job. 
On July 7, 1986, tho applicant was working on tho pushor sido car, 
and sinco it followod tho fourth of July waakand, thoro was quito a bit of 
toko pilod up on tho track. AM tho applicant was thoro, ho notieod that tha 
ear was in tho proeoss of coming towards him, so ho climbod up on a pilo of 
ooko to got out of tho way. As ho did so tho pilo subsidod and ho foil 
striking tho aiddlo of his back on tho sharp 45 dogroo anglo iron which sorvod 
ao a mots! guard, and ha alao struck his right olbow. Ha was troatod 
iamiliataly at tha disponsary and was than transforrod to tho earo of Dr. 
lichard Bromioy. On Octobor 14v 1986, Dr. Bromloy injoetod tho applicant with 
chymopapain. This roliovod tha numbnoas in tha applicant's logs, but not tho 
fain. Ma thorn roturnod to Dr. Bromoiy complaining of right knoo and right hip 
fain, and at that timo tha doctor roturnod tha applioaat to tho company 
physician, Dr. Proston. Dr. Proston opinod that tha applicant's hip probloms 
vara not a rooult of any of his industrial injurios, amd ha ao iaformad Dr. 
•romaly. On lovombar 17, 1986, Dr. Bromoiy had tho applicant admit tod to tho 
afcoariean fork Hospital, and at that tima porformod a total rmpiaeamont of tho 
applicant's right hip, bocauso of tha affacts of arthritis. Mr. Brown 
taotifiad that tha surgory roliovod his right hip pain, but thoro was no 
imprcvommnt in his low back or right knoo pain. 
DICK LAW1CMCB BtOWV 
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At prasant, tha applicant complains that ha has sharp low back pain 
and constant sharp pain in his right knaa and right albow. Ha has no problams 
with his right hip, but his laft hip has constant pain. 
On Juna 26, 1978, Mr. Brown was working on a camping trailar at homa, 
whan ha fall off a laddar. As a rasult, ha was admittad to tha Amarican Fork 
Hoapital by Or. Bromlay on Juna 27, 1978 complaining of pain in tha muscla of 
hia buttocks. Tha applicant indicatas ha had no low back pain at that tima, 
and that ha was subsaquantly dischargad on July 2, 1978. Tha applicant was 
told that ha had a muscla strain, and was unabla to raturn to work until 
Movambar 1, 1978. Ha was traatad with muscla ralaxars and pain madication by 
Or. Bromlay. On Fabruary 1, 1981, Mr. Brown slippad on soma ica at homa, but 
could not raeali which part of his body ha had struck. Tha amployar's racords 
indicata that tha applicant injurad his laft shouldar. On Octobar 23, Mr. 
Brown was placing a drain pipa in his rabbit barn, whan ha slippad and fell on 
his buttocks. As a rasult ha was traatad at tha Amarican Fork Hospital and 
waa also traatad by Dr. Larry King. Ha racaivad sicknass and aeeidant 
banafits for disability until January 21, 1984. Tha applicant tastifiad that 
ha first noticad right hip problams in 1981 or 1982. Ha first noticad 
problams with his laft hip around tha first of Hovambar of 1986. 
Tha fila was rafarrad to a madical panal for its avaluation. Tha 
madical panal found that as a rasult of tha industrial aeeidant of July 7, 
1986, tha applicant has sustainad a 101 iapairmant of tha whola parson. Tha 
panal found that tha othar industrial aeeidants of April 6, 1984, and Daeambar 
15, 1984, raaultad in 01 iapairmant. Tha panal fait that tha applicant has a 
5% impairmant of his low back dua to pra-axisting conditions, which was 
aggravatad by tha industrial aeeidant of July 79 1986. Tha panal also ma da 
tha following finding: "It should ba mantionad that tha panal fait that Mr. 
Brown would navar ba abla to raturn to tha work forea in any capacity unlass 
ha has significant ramission in hia rhaumatoid dissaaa." Tha Administrative 
Law Judga adopts tha findings of tha madical panal as his own. 
Tha applicant, by and through counsal, haa filad a claim for 
parmanant and total diaability rasulting from tha industrial aeeidant of July 
79 1986, and tha othar industrial aeeidants, Zn raviawing tha findings of tha 
madical panal, I am laft with tha impraasion that tha applicant's major tourea 
pf diaability at this tima ia his rhaumatoid arthritis. Tha panal notad that 
tha applicant ia ualng crutchas, but that ha la doing ao "only bacauaa of tha 
availing of hia faat and knaas". Tha panal*s anamination of Kr. Brown showad 
•availing of hia jointa of hia hands, wrists, albows with painful movamant of 
his hips'* and it was Or. Call's faaling that tha diagnosis was systamtic 
inflammatory arthropathy. THa panal alao raporta that tha applicant now has a 
graat daal of difficulty in moving, and that hia wifa muat halp him drass. Ha 
eos^lains of a graat daal of pain in hia hips, albows, shouldars, nack, knaas, 
amklas, and toas. Tha panal concludad that "bacauaa Mr. Brown is currantly so 
tarribly impairad from hia rhaumatoid arthritis, it is difficult to assass how 
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tfiffusa pain problem ralatad to his inflammatory arthropathias". It was tha 
panel's feeling that only tha back injury ralatas to tha industrial accidants 
and nona of tha othar problems ralatad to tha rheumatoid disease. That 
includes tha hips and knaas. 
Tha applicant was rafarrad to tha Division of Rehabilitation Sir-vices 
following tha Administrative Law Judge's tentative finding of permanent and 
total disability, after a cursory review of the medical panel report. In the 
report to the Administrative Law Judge dated March 28, 1988, Mr. White 
indicated that in a discussion with the applicant of his functional 
limitations, "He indicated that he has rheumatoid arthritis and describes his 
hands as being swollen, painful, red and stiff. He has very little strength 
in his hands, which I observed when Mr. Brown could not open the door latch to 
his truck." Mr. White concluded that because of the applicant's pain and low 
energy, his endurance would limit his ability to be rehabilitated. In the 
evaluation report prepared by the vocational avaluator, it indicated that the 
applicant's main complaints centered around his rheumatoid arthritis. The 
evaluator noted that the applicant's hands were swollen, and that he was using 
crutches. Mr. Brown notified the evaluator that he was taking gold shots for 
his arthritis, but that within two hours of his arrival after the gold shot, 
Mr. Brown started having deteriorating muscle control and his hands were 
noticeably more shaky than when he arrived. The applicant was reporting 
nausea and inability to think straight. During all of the testing that was 
given to Mr. Brown, on eech occasion, tha limiting factor in tha performance 
of that test was the applicant's arthritis problems and dexterity problems in 
his hands. Therefore, in conclusion it would be a fair reading of that 
evaluation report to conclude that the applicant's problem precluding him from 
retraining by the Division of Rehabilitation Services is attributable to his 
rheumatoid arthritis. The evaluations and tha medical panel report both point 
to the conclusion that the applicant's praaant diaability is not a result of 
his industrial accidents, but rather is due to his unfortunate rheumatoid 
arthritis. Accordingly, I reluctantly find that the applicant haa not mat his 
burden of proof of establishing that hia praaant diaability is due to the 
industrial accident. Rather, the preponderance of medical evidence on the 
file indicates that the applicant's present diaability is a result of his 
rheumatoid arthritis. 
CONCLUSIONS OF UW: 
Dick Lawrence Brown is entitled to permanent partial impairment 
benefits for his industrial aeeidant of July 7, 1986. 
ORDER: 
XT IS THRREFORR ORDERED that USX Corporation pay Dick Lawrence Brown 
. - * ****** benefiti at tha rata of 86,832.80, 
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ma compensation for a 101 permanent partial inrpairmant of tha whole paraon dua 
to tha industrial aceidant of July 7, 1986, said banafits to ba paid in a lump 
turn with intarast of 8% par annum. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that USX pay Sharlynn Fenstormaker, attornay 
for tha applicant, $2,049.89, as attornay*s faa for services randarad In this 
mattar, tha same to ba daductad from tha aforaaaid award and ramittad diractly 
to har offica. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that USX Corporation shall ba antitlad to 
raimbursamant from the Second Injury Fund for 331 of tha medical expenses they 
have paid on behalf cf Mr. Brown as tha result of his industrial accident of 
July 7, 1986. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Administrator of tha Second Injury 
Fund prepare the necessary vouchers to pay Dick Lawrence Brown compensation at 
tha rate of $219.00 per week for 15.6 weeks for a total of $3,416.40, as 
compensation for a 51 permanent partial inrpairmant due to pre-existing 
conditions. These benefits shall be paid in a lump aum. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tha applicant's claim for permanent and 
total disability resulting from the industrial aceidant of July 7, 1986, 
ahould be, and the same is hereby dismissed with prejudice. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any Motion for Review of the forego ins 
shall ba filed in writing within thirty (30) days of tha date hereof, 
specifying in detail the particular errors and objections, and, unless so 
filed, this Order shall be final and not subject to review or appaal. 
Fused by tha Industrial Commission 
of Ota^u^alt Lake City, Utah, this 
^ day of Kay, 1988. 
AR1ST: .i > 
cnriricjiTi OF HAILUTG 
Z eartify that on May /ft . 1908 a copy of tha attachad otDKl in 
tha case of Dick Lawrence Brown issued Kay 1% was Ballad to tho following 
parsons st tha following addrsssos, postage paid: 
Dick Lawronco Brown 
10*61 Worth 5370 Vest 
Highland, Utah 84003 
Brio V. Boonaan, Administrator, Sacond Injury Fund 
Lena Jensen, Attorney 
USX Corporation 
P.O. Box 510 
Prove Utah 84603 
Christopher Conkling 
Attornay at Law 
USX Corporation 
50 California St. #220 
San Francisco, Calif 94111 
Sherlynn w. Fanstart&akar 
Attorney at Law 
42 Horth University 
Provo, Utah 84601 
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On Kay 12, 1988, an Administrative Lav Judge of the Industrial 
Commission issued Findings cf Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order denying the 
applicant in the above-captioned case parmanant total disability banafits and 
awarding instead permanent partial impairment banafits. The Administrative 
Law Judge determined that tha applicant's disability was due to his 
pre-existing rheumatoid arthritis and was not tha result of his July 7, 1986 
industrial slip and fall. Based on a medical panel report filed on October 7, 
1987, the Administrative Law Judge determined that tha applicant was entitled 
to permanent partial impairment banafits based on a 151 whole person rating. 
These benefits were found to be payable by the self-insured employer, USX 
(10%), and the Employer's Reinsurance Fund/Second Injury Fund (51). 
Pursuant to U. C. A. 35-1-82.53 and an extension of time granted by 
the Administrative Law Judge, on July 8, 1988, counsel for the applicant filed 
a Motion for Review. Counsel for tha applicant objects to tha denial of 
parmanant total disability banafits and makes savaral points regarding the 
applicant's esployability. First, counsel for tha applicant notes that tha 
medical records as a whole support tha fact that tha applicant ia prevented 
from performing manual labor dua to his industrial baek and hip problems. 
Furthermore, counsel for tha applicant points out that evan though the medical 
panal acknowledged the applicant's eonsidarabla disability dua to tha 
pre-existing rheumatoid arthritis* tha madical panal indieatad at tha 
conclusion of tha madical panal report that avan with a remission of tha 
arthritis, tha applicant would still bo unable to perform avan light labor. 
Finally, counsel for tha applicant states that this determination of tha 
applicant's limited work ability combined with tha Office of Education 
Rehabilitation Services conclusions that tha applicant had significant 
academic daficita preventing him from being able to perform non-labor type 
work results in tha applicant baing unemployable and thus permanently totally 
diaablad aa tha raault of tha combination of pre-existing and industrial 
impairnante. 
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On July 26, 1988, coimaal for tha dafandant filad a Reaponae to tha 
•otion for Raviaw arguing only that tha applicant failad to flla Objactions to 
tha Medical Panal Report, and thus waived any objections. Baaad on tha fact 
that all objections vara waived, coimaal for tha defendant argues that tha 
applicant is now barred from further objections to the conclusions of the 
•edical panel. 
The Coaaussion finds that the only issue on review is the applicant'9 
entitlement to permanent total disability benefits. The Commission adopts tha 
Findings of Fact of the Administrative Law Judge as stated in the Hay 12, 1988 
order. The Commission finds that this caae turns on the interpretation of tha 
medical panal report. Counsel for the applicant notes in her Motion for 
leview that no Objections were filed to the Medical Panel Report because she 
interpreted the report to be supportive of a finding of permanent total 
disability. However, the Administrative Law Judge interpreted the same report 
to conclude that the applicant's disability resulted due to a pre-existing 
non-industrial cause. After reviewing the medical panel report, the Commission 
believes that the panel's concluding statements cannot be overlooked. The 
last paragraph of the report states: 
"It should be mentioned that the panel felt that Mr. Brown 
would never be able to return to the work force in any 
capacity unless he has significant remission in his 
rheumatoid disease. With a remission he would still not be 
able to do anything that required liaht labor." 
(Emphasis added). The Commission reads theae concluding comments to mean that 
tha panel found the applicant's rheumatoid arthritis to be significant, but 
that even without the arthritis, the applicant waa considered basically 
unemployable. This, combined with the Rehabilitation Services conclusions 
that the applicant lacked reaaonable work alternatives outside the manual 
labor field, causes the Commission to find that the epplicant is permanently 
totally disabled. Baaed on the medical panel findings, USX is responsible for 
10/15 or 2/3 of the initial 312 weeks of benefits and the Employer's 
Reinsurance fund is reaponaibla for 5/15 or 1/3 of the initial 312 weeks. 
ORDER: 
IT IS THRREFORE ORDERED that the applicant's July 8, 1988 Motion for 
••view is granted, and the Administrative Law Judge'e Hay 12, 1988 Order is 
reversed end replaced with the following order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant, OSZ Corporation 
(Self-insured), pay the epplicant, Dick Lawrence Brown, permanent total 
diaability benefits at the rate of 1280.00 per week for 208 weeks or a total 
net LAMtnci BIOWN 
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Of 158,240.00, aaid banafita to commence affaetive July 79 1986, with accruad 
amnmte dua and owin» in a lump aim includint intaraat at tl par annua. USX 
Shall ba sntitled to an offaat on tha lump sum in tha amount of 134,4 73.94 for 
previously paid companaation. Tha lump aum payabla aftar offaat shall ba 
roducad by tha amount of attornay faaa awarded balow. 
IT IS FU1THER ORDERED that tha defendant, USX Corporation 
(Self-Insured), pay tha applicant's attornay, Shariynn V. Fsnstermaker, an 
additional 17,916.21 for aarvicas randarad in this mat tar, tha saaaa to ba 
doductad from tha lusp sua accruad bonafits payabla to tha applicant and 
ramittad diractly to har offica. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tha isaua of whether attorney's fees 
should ba paid out of tha award or in addition to tha award is hereby 
reaerved pending a ruling on this issue by tha appropriate Utah appellate 
courts in Harrison v. Olympus Oil, Inc.. This allows tha defendants to 
daduct tha attorney's fees out of tha applicant's award as provided herein 
subject to payment in addition to tha award without further order of the 
Commission upon the petition of the applicant to the employer or insurance 
carrier for reimbursement of the amount daductad for thaaa fees if required 
by the final decision of tha appropriate Utah appellate courts. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tha defendant, USX Corporation 
(Self-Insured), pay all medical expenses incurred as tha result of the 
industrial accident of July 7, 1986. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tha defendant, USX Corporation 
(Self-Insured), shall be entitled to reimbursement from the Employer's 
Reinsurance Fund for 33 1/31 of the aadicai mxpfi9B§ paid by USX on behalf of 
the applicant as a result of the industrial accident of July 7, 1986, said 
reimbureamant to be had upon the submission of a verified petition to the 
Administrator of the Employer's Reinsurance Fund indicating tha amount so 
axpended. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED tha tha Administrator of tha Employer's 
Reinsurance Fund prepare tha nacaaaary vouchara to place tha applicant, Dick 
Lawrence Brown, on the Employer's Reinsurance Fund payroll affective July 3, 
1990, with permanent total disability banafita to ba made at tha reduced rata 
of 1247.15 par week through June 30, 1992, in order to account for an offset 
of 13,416.40 for pravioualy paid Employer's Rainsurance Fund permenant 
partial impairmsnt benefits. Thersaftsr, tha Employer*a lainsurance Fund 
shall pay tha applicant $280.00 per week for aa lout aa tha applicant shall 
live or until further order of the Commission. 
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Thomas B. Carlson 
Commissioner 
Passed by the Industrial Commission 
of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, this 
day of December 
Tnda J. S tc^burs 
'commission -Secretary 
cnnrzcAXB or MAXLXVC 
I eartify that on Daeihar ^ , H B i f a copy of tha 
attaehad Ordar Granting Applicant9! Motion for Review, in tha ease of Dick 
Lawrance Brown, was aailad to tha following parsons at tha following 
addrassasv postaga paid: 
Dick Lawranca Brown, 10861 Vorth 5370 Vast, Highland, UT 84003 
Sherlyrtn w. Fensteraaker, Atty., 42 forth Univarsity, Provo, UT 
84601 
^Christopher Conkling, Atty., USX Corporation, 50 California 
Strait, Suits #220, San Francisco, CA 94111 
Lana Jsnsan, USX Corp., P. 0. Box 510, Provo, UT 84603 
Bria V. Boonnan, Administrator, Employer's Eainsurance fund 
Timothy C. Allan, Administrative Law Judge 
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By. .3^~__ 
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